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I. Trust Protection Platform 14.3 Documentation
===============================================
The documentation can be found in the following locations:
- From the Help menu within the Aperture and the Web Administration Console.
- On the Start Menu in the “Venafi” Programs folder.
- The Trust Protection Platform Installation Guide is available in the package zip file, under the "\Documentation\Director Installation Guide" folder (open Default.htm).
- The Venafi Trust Protection Platform Web SDK documentation is found in \Program Files\Venafi\Documentation\WebSDK\Default.htm.
- PDF versions of the documentation are available from Customer Support.
- BEFORE installing the Venafi Agent, review the Venafi Trust Protection Platform Agent Installation Guide.
- Support and help are available via email (see section X).


II. Pre-Upgrade Installation Considerations
===========================================
NOTE: The Venafi Trust Protection Platform can run in multiple database instance environments, but it is NOT supported. Customers using multiple database instances should work closely with Venafi Customer Support (see section IX) and/or Venafi Professional Services for the entire upgrade process.

NOTE: See the Knowledgebase article https://support.venafi.com/entries/99899653 to find a more detailed discussion of the upgrade considerations.

 1) You must have Microsoft .NET Framework version 4.5.1 on your Venafi Trust Protection Platform server prior to installation of the product.

 2) Microsoft IIS Rewrite Module 2.0 must be installed prior to installing Trust Protection Platform 14.3.  The IIS rewrite module can be downloaded from this location: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=7435.  If you are running IIS 8.0, you can download the rewrite module here: http://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite.
 3) If you have multiple instances of your database:
	a) Ensure that the servers are pointing to the same time source and that the time for each server is synchronized.
	b) Verify that the config schema matches in all databases.
		i) Execute the following commands against all database instances for MSSQL using SQL Server Management Studio (or other SQL management tool) and compare the results:
  - select * from dbo.config_relations;
  - select * from dbo.config_classes;
  - select * from dbo.config_attributes;

		ii) Execute the following commands* against all database instances for Oracle using SQL Plus or SQL Developer and compare the results:

  	*NOTE: Replace all instances of 'DIRECTOR' in the scripts with the database Username in your environment.

     - select * from DIRECTOR.config_relations;
     - select * from DIRECTOR.config_classes;
     - select * from DIRECTOR.config_attributes;

	c) All sequences / seed tables must be synchronized.
	d) Verify that all Trust Protection Platform servers are pointing to the same database instance.
	e) Ensure database failover will not occur during the entire upgrade process.
 4) When there are database update scripts included in a release, they must be run in the correct order and without error before proceeding with the software update (see section III).


III. Upgrading From a Previous Version of Venafi Director
=========================================================

Supported Upgrade Paths
-----------------------
Upgrades to Trust Protection Platform 14.3 are supported from the following versions:
 - Director 8.0.3
 - Director 11
 - Director 14.1
 - Trust Protection Platform 14.2
Any other version of Director must be upgraded to one of these supported versions.  For example, if you are running Director 10, you must upgrade to version 11 and then to Trust Protection Platform 14.3.  (See https://support.venafi.com/entries/99899653 for upgrade table)

NOTE: If upgrading from Director 8.0.3, or 11.0, plan on the post-install migration process taking a significant amount of time to complete. In lab environments, it was found to take 15 minutes to migrate 5,000 certificates. Direct upgrades from versions of Director prior to 8.0.3 are NOT supported.

 1) Back up the Trust Protection Platform database.
 2) Stop IIS
 3) Stop all Trust Protection Platform services.
    - Stop the Venafi Trust Protection Platform Service
    - Stop the Venafi Unicert Interface Service, if present
    - Stop the Venafi Log Server Service

 4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 on all Trust Protection Platform servers to ensure all Venafi related services are stopped prior to continuing with step 5.

IMPORTANT! Do *NOT* uninstall the previous version of Trust Protection Platform.  The previous version of Trust Protection Platform is automatically uninstalled during the installation process.

Run all necessary scripts against your database. Begin with the script matching your current version of Director (or TPP) and then execute each script, in the order in which they are labeled alphabetically. For example, if you are running Director 8.0.3 with MSSQL, run these scripts in this order: mssql_update_c_9_to_10.sql, mssql_update_d_11_to_14.1.sql, mssql_update_e_14.1_to_14.2.sql, and mssql_update_f_14.2_to_14.3.sql.
 	
To locate these scripts
Unzip "Venafi Trust Protection Platform 14.3.0.zip". Then go to …\Database Scripts\{DB Type}\Updates folder
**NOTE**: There was no update script needed between Director 8 & 9 or between Director 10 & 11.

 5) On your Trust Protection Platform server that hosts your Log Server, launch VenafiTPPInstallx64.msi with elevated admin privileges (e.g., Launch Command Prompt with “Run as Administrator” and launch the installation MSI file) and complete the wizards, per your environment's requirements. Repeat this step on all remaining Trust Protection Platform Servers.
 6) After installing Trust Protection Platform 14.3, start all (Trust Protection Platform and IIS) services on each server that were stopped in steps 2 & 3, starting with the Venafi Log Server service.

IMPORTANT! If the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1 is installed before the Web Server (IIS) role is added on your Windows server where Venafi Trust Protection Platform installed, the following command must be run to register .NET with IIS:
 C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\aspnet_regiis.exe -i.
 If your Venafi Trust Protection Platform Server is on Windows 2012, you must have the Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 installed on the server.  It is not there on a default install.  Additionally, you must install the ASP.NET 4.5 role to your Web Server under the Application Development section.

IMPORTANT! If you are using the UniCERT Driver: You must uninstall Venafi UniCERT Service and install UniCert 5.3 Service version 2.0.1.0

 7) Update the Venafi UniCERT Service:
   a) Stop the Venafi UniCERT Service
   b) Install the new Venafi UniCERT 5.3 Service from the "\Program Files\Venafi\Packages" folder.
   c) Start the Venafi UniCERT Service.

IMPORTANT! The F5 LTM Basic and IIS 5.0 application drivers are *not* included in Trust Protection Platform 14.3.  During upgrade, F5 LTM Basic applications are automatically converted to F5 LTM Advanced (Basic Provisioning mode) and IIS 5.0 applications are automatically converted to Basic applications.

IV. Trust Protection Platform Versioning
========================================
Venafi Trust Protection Platform 14.3 is a minor release in the Venafi release cycle.  For information about Venafi's current release model as well as the duration of engineering support for this release, please see the following Venafi Knowledgebase Article:

https://support.venafi.com/entries/23267241


V. What's New
=============
Venafi Trust Protection Platform 14.3
-------------------------------------

SSL
---
- Approval Workflows have been updated to support the scheduling of approvals so that certificate installations can be scheduled during regular maintenance windows.
- Aperture now supports the bulk move of certificates.
- Dashboard: Reporting on SANS 20 Critical Security Controls and NIST requirements
- Enhanced Certificate Discovery Controls
- CA Driver Enhancements: DigiCert, Entrust.NET, and Symantec MPKI
- New Application Drivers:  IBM Sterling and Connect:Direct
- Application Driver Enhancements: IBM GSK and F5 LTM Advanced

SSH
---
- Dashboard: SSH Policy Violations Widget
- Detect and map encrypted SSH keys paired to authorized key orphans
- Detect and alert on RSA1 Keys
- Remediate orphaned authorized keys
- Remediate vulnerable RSA1 instances
- The Windows Agent (32-bit & 64-bit) now supports SSH TrustAuthority and TrustForce.
- Support for PuTTY private keys
- RSA1 keys are now discovered by Venafi Agent and reported by Venafi Trust Protection Platform as “Vulnerable Protocol” violations. The reporting can be switched off by turning the new “Allow SSH1” policy setting to “Yes”.
- SSH1 policy added defaulting to a “Vulnerable Protocol” violation. The reporting can be switched off by turning new “Allow SSH1” policy setting to “Yes”.
- Encrypted private keys are now discovered by Venafi Agent and matched to existing public and authorized keys by Venafi Platform. As a security feature, to enable rotations for the keyset, the matching still requires manual confirmation by reviewing the keyset and marking as OK

Platform
--------
- The term 'rights' has been updated to 'permissions' to eliminate some confusion when referencing 'write' permissions.
- When installing and registering the Venafi Agent to the Venafi Platform Server, the attributes "enrollment-secret" and "enrollment-pasword" have both been replaced with "registration-password".  You will need to update to use to mass deploy the Venafi Agent when you update the method to use the 14.3 Venafi Agent.

VI. Issues Resolved
===================
NOTE: Numbers starting with @ indicate the incident number issued by support.venafi.com

Aperture
--------
 1) An Aperture login problem, the result of duplicate preference data in the database, has been fixed. (#13213, @8553)
 2) The Comment field is now available when approving / rejecting revocation workflows in Aperture. (#14232, @9462) 
 3) Added the ability to specify the order of the certificate chain for PEM and PKCS#7 formats. (#13937, @8140)
 4) Aperture will now verify that the correct case is used on a Certificate Signing Request (CSR). (#13978, @11225)


Certificate Authority
---------------------
 1) The Comodo CCM driver has been updated to include new features provided by CCM.  The driver can now be used with a customer provided URL. (#13199, @8530)
 2) The Comodo CCM driver can now use the proxy setting from the Platform tree. (#14107, @8577)
 3) The Entrust.NET driver will no longer allow 'Code Signing' to be used on the CA Template object. The option should not have been included. (#13679, @8896)

Certificate Manager
-------------------
 1) Venafi Platform no longer allows the upload of duplicate SANs which created certificate compliance errors in the console. (#12633, @7455)
 2) Venafi Platform can create specific CA Import jobs so it does not put certificates on the history tab unless the Subject and SANs are the same as would be the case with, for example, Microsoft domain controller certificates.(#12026, @7536)
 3) Fixed the certificate management system so that certificates are correctly cleared from the 'work to do' queue when the platform has finished the work. (#13617, @8874)

Dashboard
---------
 1) Certificates are now correctly showing up in their respective expiration buckets (Expired/Immediate/Near Term/Long Term). (#12854, @8475)
 
Discovery
—--------
 1) If a network discovery result has an undetermined protocol, instead of the result being blank, it will show 'Unknown.' (#11977, @7274)

User Portal
---------------
 1) The certificate download screen in the User Portal will now show both the first and last names for a user. (#12372, @7823)

Identity
--------
 1) An Active Directory user that has the characters "* ( ) \" in the "full name" of the object can now log in to Venafi Platform using the Active Directory Identity connector. (#12554, @7987)
 2) Modifications to the Search Expressions tab of the AD connector can now be saved. (#13174)

Installation
------------
 1) Fixed a condition where post schema migration tasks were failing and crashed the update tool. (#13851, @9089)
 2) During the installation, there is now a visual indication when the database credential validation runs successfully. (#13863, @9120)
 3) Added 'Commit' commands to the Oracle upgrade scripts to ensure the scripts are executed successfully. (#13425, @8759)

Log Server
----------
 1) It is no longer possible to select a Filter channel as a target for a Filtering channel. (#12319, @7862)

Platform
--------
 1) Fixed a deadlock issue in the config_locks table of MSSQL. (#6708, @2346)
 2) On an Oracle database the policy view tab is now returning complete certificate information. (#13688, @8233)
 3) Improved the overall performance of the product when running against an Oracle backend database.  Due to the performance increase, the Venafi Trust Protection server has a larger memory footprint (please refer to the documentation for the minimum system requirements).

Certificate Application Drivers
-------------------------------
 1) Fixed an issue where the F5 provisioning driver fails when Request Mode or Response Mode is configured on virtual server for ICAP purposes. (#12588, @7969)
 2) An exception in the A10 application driver when a workflow was used has been handled correctly. (#13862, @8985)

Reports
-------
 1) The Certificate Association Expiration report now correctly handles a SHA256 certificate on FIPS enabled systems. (#12826, @8220)
 2) A report can now be scheduled to run on the same day it was created. (#12918, @9068)
 3) Scheduled reports will now run during the last two hours of the period setting or when the report is scheduled to run consecutive days, it will run the second day. (#13916, @9067)
 4) Fixed a dialog issue where setting an end time to PM was changing to AM. (#13873, @9131)
 5) The Key Length report will now handle square brackets in the object DN. (#13605, @8912)
 6) The Certificate Association Expiration report no longer lists disabled objects in the report. (#9867, @6313)
 7) The Certificate Signing Algorithm report will display the signing algorithm data rather than the key algorithm. (#13150, @8453)
 8) Duplicate entries have been eliminated from the Certificate Association Expiration report. (#14229, @9139)

SSH
---
 1) Fixed known HTTP 500 errors when canceling the provisioning of private keys. (#14326)
 2) Various fixes for Agent-Trust Protection Platform communication in exceptional cases. (#13314)
 3) If there are some unfinished operations on a key set, a scheduled rotation will no longer run until these operations finish. (#14336)
 4) The last private key can now be removed from keyset. (#13756) 
 5) External private key can now be removed from keyset. (#13442)
 6) Exporting of generated private key in keysets with external keys is now enabled, allowing the ability extract that key for external actors. (#13261)
 7) SSH Network Discovery filters are now working correctly. (#12576, @7690)
 8) Last rotated date now shows hours and minutes. (#13765)

Tools
-----
 1) SchemaTool export has been fixed to export only the portion of the Tree specified on the command line. (#12587, @8083)

Updater
-------
 1) Resolved an issue with the Updater running on a Venafi Platform server that does NOT have IIS installed. (#12851, @8294)

Web Admin
---------
 1) Fixed an error message where not having private key write permissions generates an insufficient permissions error message. (#11642)
 2) The Monitoring tab on a policy object will no longer allow settings to be entered without first changing the policy value to 'Set Here.' (#11335, @7151)
 3) Exporting filtered log data from IE will now work correctly. (#13399)
 4) The View tab on the Policy is correctly populated with the relevant data. (#13468, @8723)
 5) It is now possible to see Agent discovery result sets in the Web Administration console. (#13371, @8714)
 6) The Discovery job execution and submission dialogs display times are now displayed correctly. (#13279, @8620)
 7) Fixed an error when the Dashboard loads in the Web Administration console. (#13369, @8653)
 8) If importing a certificate from a file or doing a retrieval to update the certificate on a certificate object, Venafi Platform will now clear the transaction ID. (#12509, @7986)
 9) In the Policy view tab, the column 'Private Key Stored' will correctly display whether or not a certificate has stored its private key. (#13977, @9267)
 10) Fixed an error when importing a PCKS#7 (.p7b) certificate file. (#14333, @9501)
 11) Fixed and exception on the File Patterns tab when configuring settings for KMIP Cert module. (#14302, @9336)
 12) On a certificate, a SAN with an '_' (underscore) character is now seen as accepted. (#12883, @8143)

VII. Known Issues
=================
NOTE: Numbers starting with @ indicate the incident number issued by support.venafi.com

IMPORTANT!  Windows Administration console support has been deprecated in this release except for functions such as Identity Connector creation, Encryption Tree access, and Logging access.

Agent
-----
 1) Agent Group objects cannot be configured to have both SSH and Certificate scan work done at the same time. Schedule the SSH and Certificate scans to happen at different times. (#13796)
 2) If the base Agent configuration is set to 'Hourly' and the SSH module agent schedule is set to 'Daily' the SSH module will run every hour. (#10906)
 3) If an SSH key is to be created in a folder that has not been created, the SSH module will not create the folder and the key will not be created.  Create the folder on the filesystem. (#12650)
 4) If *nix and Windows agents are part of the same Group configured for certificate work, the wrong scan path may be sent to the agents depending on which type of OS (*nix or Windows OS) checked in first.  Put *nix and Windows agent certificate work into separate groups to prevent this situation. (#14568)

Aperture
--------
 1) When creating the rules of a client group, the 'condition' value is not required but should be.  Fill in the condition value. (#14390)
 2) Aperture will not allow entering '!' in the key path on a Linux host.  Rename the path on the Linux host. (#14430)
 3) Only the first three agent certificate discovery groups are displayed.  Use the search box at the top of the list to find the other groups. (#14395)
 4) Filter boxes on the Agents page are treating multiple filters within the filter box as 'AND' rather than 'OR'.  Each filter will need to be used separately. (#14374)
 5) Product documentation is not available in Aperture if the Web Administration console is not installed on the same server. (#12485)
 6) Search does not filter correctly on a CN search for '.' or '..'. It will return some other items that don't have a '.' (period) in the CN but do have the '.' elsewhere in the certificate.
 7) If a bad country code is set on a certificate in the Web Administration Console, a validation error will be displayed in Aperture Set Renewal Details dialog while saving.  Work around this issue by putting a valid country code in the Set Renewal Details dialog before saving. (#12506)
 8) Refreshing the SSH dashboard several times consecutively may cause Aperture to log the user out. (#14144)
 9) Long policy names (60+) characters (including spaces) can cause the policy name to wrap and overwrite some of the dialogs on the policy details page. (#14278)
 10) If there are many policies in your tree, not all of the policies will be visible in the SSH group policy selection dialog. Press the 'Load More' button to see the addition policies. (#14313)
 11) If a policy is moved into another policy, a refresh will have to be done to see the update from the move. (#14358) 
 12) If the randomize checkin value is removed from the certificate or SSH work page, an HTTP 400 error will be generated.  Don't leave the randomized checkin value blank. (#14489) 
 13) If the setting 'Record Untrusted Clients' setting is enabled, the UI does not let you disable it.  Contact Customer Support to disable the setting. (#14525)
 14) On a policy screen, using the 'Lock' icon on 'Allow SSH1' is not working consistently. Avoid using this setting. (#14546)

Certificate Manager
-------------------
 1) Adding Root Certificates in a different order gives a different chain. Add the certificates in the order of that chain should appear. (#10001)

Dashboard
---------
 1) If the same certificate in secret store is associated with multiple certificate objects, only one of the certificate objects is shown in the list of certificates in the Expiration Report. (#14334)

Discovery
---------
 1) The 'Place Now' button in a discovery will be enabled even if there are is no certificates to be placed. (#14369)
 2) Certificates with non-standard characters are not brought under management via Aperture. Use WebAdmin in this scenario. (#14419)
 3) Some search filtering on SANs in Discovery results does not display results. (#12116)
 4) After hiding certificates on certificate discovery, the page count is wrong. Review the certificate list page by page. (#14415)

Certificate Application Drivers
-------------------------------
 1) There is a generic error, "There was an error reading from the pipe: The pipe has been ended," while provisioning to a JKS trust store. This is indicative of a failed login. This can be fixed by correcting the username and password.
 2) The JKS Trust Store logs unnecessarily report that it has removed and added back the same certificates when a 'Blacklist all other certificates' bundle is applied. (#12857)
 3) CSR generated by IBM Distributed key management system V7 and V8 produce the error, "Could not extract an X500 Distinguished Name." We are working with IBM to resolve the issue. (#13724)

Platform
----
 1) If the connection to the database server is lost for longer than 15 minutes, the Venafi Platform services will stop. Restart the Venafi Platform services. (#14335) 
 2) The system is considerably slower when running against an Oracle 10g (R1 or R2) backend, the minimum recommended version of Oracle is 11.2.0.3 or 11.2.0.4 if you are using Discovery and your Oracle server is running on an AIX, Solaris or HP-UX host.
 3) If a P12 certificate is provisioned to a Windows server running Tectia SSH server with only a file name, it will fail.  Use the full path to the file name. (#14480)

Reporting
---------
 1) Entitlement Report does not show "Revoke" right on CSV and PDF reports. (#11447)
 2) The PDF option on Certificate Trends report does not generate a PDF.  Use the CSV option instead. (#14423)
 3) Changes to SMTP Server settings for Reporting module do not take effect until you disabled the Reporting Service module in the 'Platforms' tree and then re-enable the module after it has stopped. (#10085)
 4) Saving a report with values on scheduling is not reflected in the logs. All the values show as "0." (#14156)
 5) In the Key Length report, user certificate names are not showing up correctly in CSV & PDF outputs.  If you mouse-over the certificate, it will give you the name of the certificate in the URL. (#14400)

SSH
---
 1) During a key rotation, the 'Edit' and '+Add new instance' buttons are incorrectly enabled.  Do not do use these buttons until the rotation has finished. (#14455)
 2) If a key set has not completed its rotation within 24 hours, the daily task stops but it will be completed the next day. (#10353)
 3) Canceling of the Add operation does not remove the row from Aperture.  However, there is no underlying key on the agent. (#13315)
 4) If you are using a policy to enforce an SSH key size and the key you are replacing has a larger key size, e.g. policy is set with DSA 2048 and the current key is RSA 4096, the rotations will fail and need to be cancelled manually.
 5) If you add a private key instance with owner as root, then add a private key instance for the same file using the real user, the operations never complete because the user can't overwrite root owned files. Delete the private key as root and then do the add of the new private key. (#9198)
 6) It is possible to create two Key set with same path for a private key instance. Write key sets of different types to different paths on the filesystem. (#14233)
 7) If you change permission or owner of an ssh key file on a host then rotation will fail. (#10912)
 8) If the path to the key file is not the full path, you may receive, "An unexpected error occurred while communicating with the server." Correct the path to the key file. (#12440)
 9) Locking in a parent policy the "Force command" SSH option does not work. Lock it at the object. (#12359)
 10) Keyset page rotation completion percentage is always 10%. The rotation is actually happening. (#12479)
 11) Once the SSH Policy Source restrictions are set the final address can only be removed from the policy by clicking the 'Lock' icon next to the restrictions dialogs,clicking the 'X' next to the address, and then clicking the 'Save' button. (#14106)
 12) In some instances, it is possible that a scheduled rotation will start on keysets with (at least) one paired and (at least) one unpaired encrypted key. These rotations will not process unpaired key(s) leading to losing SSH access machines using those keys. In this scenario, remove the unpaired key and create a similar one in Aperture in same keyset. (#14379)
 13) The TrustMap button is missing in the Device view. Open this TrustMap from the Device List view. (#14551)
 14) The TrustMap lists the wrong userID on a single, non-root line between hosts. (#14534)
 15) Discovered, encrypted private keys that are marked as OK and added to a keyset will be changed to 'unencrypted' if rotated. (#14379)
 16) Discovery and rotation of PuTTY 'known host' keys is not supported. In case of rotation of server keys that are known for PuTTY clients, the next access attempt from those clients will cause server host key acceptance prompt (for interactive access) or even access failure in some cases (for scripted access). 

WebAdmin
--------
 1) When creating a certificate object the suggested 'from policy Date/Time Custom Field' displays different times between Aperture and WebAdmin UIs. Aperture is displaying the browser time and WebAdmin is displaying the server time. UTC time set is on the actual object. (#14465)
 2) If using the > or 'starts with' filters in Certificate type it will generate an error. Since there are only 3 certificate types, use 'equals' or 'not equals.' (#14426)
 3) Virtual Policies are not being displayed as expected when a user had Object View permission to a policy. Do not assign Object View permissions to the \VED\Policy object. (#14445)
 4) The certificate type filter operators "equals" and "not equal" are case sensitive. (#14427)
 5) It appears you are unable to reset a certificate that has 2000 associated applications to it. It actually does reset but it takes a while to complete. (#12551)
 6) There is an exception while trying to add a lot of containers in Expiration Report due to the length of the query string.  Contact Customer support for a workaround. (#12320)
 7) Filtering is enabled but does not work on the Agent IP Address column. (#14414)


VIII. Features Deprecated in Future Releases
=============================================
This section describes those features that will not be supported in the next release of Venafi Trust Protection Platform.

 - WinAdmin features will continue to be moved to other administration tools.
 - The Web Administration Console is being replaced by Aperture.  Over the next few releases of the Trust Protection Platform features will gradually be migrated to the Aperture Console
 - Effective with the 15.1 release, Oracle 10g (R1 and R2) will no longer be supported as a backend database.


IX. Customer Support
====================
For assistance, please contact Venafi Customer Support.
URL: http://support.venafi.com
Email: support@venafi.com
Phone: 877.266.5159

